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00:06
I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is

00:09
a slow down.

00:22
In a science lesson I want sat through years ago, it was hypothesized that humans developed the
practice of kissing. From the primitive urge to lick the salt off one another's bodies. Perhaps said
salt was needed for nutrition, or maybe just tasty. And eventually, we found our way to the better
pleasure of lips, meeting lips. I wonder what that moment was like the first kiss of our species.
Slow, tentative, shy, or ravenous, outrageous, the way teenagers kiss one another in public,
making everyone around them feel exposed. Do you remember what it felt like to anticipate the
rapture of your first kiss? To chase after it in your mind, as if it were something lingering just ahead
in the distance, something you'd have to hurry to catch? The first time I kissed my husband. We
were sitting on the couch in my Brooklyn apartment. The moment our lips found each other. The
song coming through my speakers flared into rapture. It sounded like the clouds parting the
heavens awakening. We both laughed. Perhaps we laughed because we knew it was the kiss that
would give way to a lifetime of kisses. Is it too indulgent to say that when we kiss now, I still feel
something like what that silly song proclaimed. And I'm not just swapping smooches with my
man, nightly before bed, my children command me to give them kiss after kiss. Kisses to
foreheads and cheeks, noses and Chin's hands, bellies, even feet. They'll grow up soon, and want
their space. So I treasure this ritual as the gift that it is. Today's poem is last kiss by Jane ebihara.
And it's bittersweet. What I take away from it is the reminder to cherish every bliss, because
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nothing, not even the joy of kissing lasts

02:44
forever.

02:47
last kiss by Jane ebihara. First, and your 70s and alone, you read that those who count such
things, say an average person kisses for a total of two weeks in a lifetime. And you realize your
two weeks was up some time ago. Suddenly, there is kissing everywhere you look and you learn
that cows kiss and squirrels, puffins, snails and meerkats and you are overcome with sorrow and
an overwhelming desire to kiss to be kissed. And you learn that's called basso wreck sia and you
have it. You watch the lips of strangers in the supermarket, wonder if one would want to kiss you.
You know now that a minute of kissing burns 26 calories, and that a man lives up to five years
longer. If he kisses his lover before he goes to work. You want to tell someone that and what's
worse, unlike the first kiss, the last slipped by unnoted it might have been a spring day when
daffodils answered the sun's invitation, or an autumn day when everything else was burning. Or
simply a day you took out the garbage did a load of wash. Then someone comes and takes your
hand and you remember words to a song you thought you'd never hear again. And you remember
all those sunsets you forgot to watch and the smell of woods in rain. And you remember the river,
the river, how it presses its mouth again and again to the swollen see. The slow down as a
production of American Public Media, in partnership with

04:50
the Poetry Foundation.
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